


 New name. New look. 
Same indispensable tool.
The COTTON UNIVERSITY™ website was your ultimate textile tool.  

But we’ve made some exciting changes. Meet CottonWorks™.

With a new name and a new look, CottonWorks™ is easier to use than  

ever. Our colleges are now streamlined topics, filled with crucial content 

to help professionals at every level. Our workshop process has been 

improved and simplified. Our premium resources are more accessible. 

Cleaner and simpler, the new CottonWorks™ website removes 

every obstacle to help you find what you need, right away. 

cottonworks.com

The best 
resource just 

got better.

http://cottonworks.com


 No matter our backgrounds 
or experience, we work in 
an ever-changing industry.
There’s always a gap between today’s  

expertise and tomorrow’s success.

What if there was a tool that helped you fill that gap?

What if that tool guided you every day with insight and  

ingenuity, keeping you up to date and in the know?

That’s CottonWorks™, your go-to textile tool,  

helping you produce outstanding cotton products.

Industry 
inspiration.

Insightful 
support.

Innovative 
solutions.

 FABRICAST™ DK-2807-5W



Whatever your 
cotton question, 
we’re your hub 
for answers.
We offer expert support for expert professionals,  

a real-life education to solve real issues. On 

the new CottonWorks™ website, you’ll find key 

categories of content, covering topics ranging 

f rom foundat ions to  advanced techniques,  

innovative production methods to sustainable  

practices,the latest marketing trends to the  

power of cotton as a brand. Browse through our 

ever-expanding collections, or tailor the content  

to your needs through customizable lists.

Sourcing + Manufacturing 

Retail + Marketing 

Fabric + Technology 

Fashion + Trend 

Sustainability



Premium resources, 
redesigned for easier access.

In addit ion to our extensive offering of cutt ing-edge content,  our premium 

resources are developed to be advanced reference tools for industry professionals. 

And now, with the new CottonWorks™ website, they’re more accessible than ever.

Textile Encyclopedia

Access the textile terminology 

you need to know as an 

industry professional.

Defects Glossary

Find detailed descriptions 

to help you resolve your 

textile-related issues.

Trend Forecast

See the global, cultural, 

and l ifestyle trends 

influencing textile design, 

silhouette, and color. 

FABRICAST™ Collection 

Explore Cotton Incorporated’s 

series of cotton and  

cotton-rich fabrics designed 

and developed to inspire.



Workshops

We offer an extensive list of textile 

education workshops on a variety of topics, 

hosted at venues around the world. Learn 

with your peers and hear from leading 

minds in the industry.

We’re constantly adding new workshops to 

address topics relevant to your success. Take 

a look at our current offering and find the 

workshop you need. If you’re a qualif ied 

industry professional, you can now register 

online through the new CottonWorks™ website. 

Webinars

In addit ion to our 

workshops, our industry 

experts frequently host 

webinars covering timely 

topics and the latest 

developments and trends. 

CottonWorks™ 
also offers 
first-class 
instruction.
Workshops and webinars are taught by  

industry experts for professionals at every 

level,  courtesy of Cotton Incorporated.

Find a workshop or 
webinar that interests you.

Register for your free account at cottonworks.com and take 

advantage of this resource to gain valuable insights. Just another 

way CottonWorks™ is here to show you what cotton can do.



Cary

New York

Hong Kong

Shanghai

Osaka

Mexico City

CottonWorks™ is the leading resource to help you produce 

outstanding cotton products .  Create a free account and 

gain exclusive access to all CottonWorks™ has to offer. With 

hundreds of easily searchable resources, we’re your go-to 

texti le tool for discovering what’s possible with cotton.

cottonworks.com
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